
Sea shipping forwarder China to Philippines agent shipping
china DDP DDU serivecs warehouse in shenzhen

Why choose Sunny?

①Door to port, door to door, no problems for us, and we try our best door to your heart.

②We are logistic babysitters of your cargoes.

③Have a professional team division of labor and cooperation.

④We own 1800㎡ class A office in Shenzhen, and welcome to video talk at any time.

⑤Shipping Partner of the Most Famous
enterprises like Walmart /Costco /Huawei ,with more than 10 years business.

⑥Proficient in customs clearance and tax rates in the
United States, Europe, Australia, etc., customs clearance 1-2 days earlier.

Company advantages

HMD Mission
O No accident unless natural disaster happens

HMD Value
Taking Care of the cargo more than the owner

Peer Segmentation
O HMD is not a small freight forwarding workshop, owning1800 square meters A-class office.

Selling Point
20 years of freight forwarding,there are no tricks that we don't know.    

Professional Team



Sales Department over half of sales staffs working in Sunny about 5-13years, we have rich
experience in the field of international logistics.

Customer Service
Department

Carefully confirm the delivery matters, make the delivery smooth without
abnormality, timely follow up the status of goods, take care of your goods
like mother.

Operation
Department

Booking vessel schedule as per your willing,timely submit shipping
instructions,strictly follow up the custom clearance procedures. ensure the
shipment smoothly delivered to your hand.

Marketing
Department Integration all market source, provide best price and route for Clients

Main Service

Sea Freight : Cooperate with main vessel company.like OOCL APLK line/
MSC/ HPL, stable shipping space and price.

Air Freight : Departure from main air port in China, like PEK/ TSN/ TAO/
PVG/ NKG/ XMN/ CAN/SZX/ HKG/ DLC/ WUH, with competitively air
shipping rates

https://www.philippines-shipping.com/category/sea-freight.html
https://www.philippines-shipping.com/category/air-freight.html


Railway Freight : Railway transportation to Europe and Russia,
transport time more short then sea transport, price more favourable

DDU DDP Service
DDU DDP service channels are stable and mature. Such as:Australia,
New Zealand, the United Kingdom, France,Germany, the United States,
Canada, Dubai, Singapore,Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and
Philippines  

 Before inquiry, providing your cargo details as following will be highly
appreciated.
1.Name of commodity
2.Commodity details (material/specification/with brand or without brand)
3.Total Gross Weight of commodity
4.Total Volume of commodity
5.Supplier place
6.Delivery address
7.Cargo ready time

About us

Sunny Worldwide Logistics Shenzhen AVIC International Freight Forwarding Co., Ltd. was
established in 1998 and is an international freight forwarding company in China. We provide
one-stop services related to sea transportation, land transportation, air transportation,
customs declaration, inspection, towing, CO, F/A, fumigation, insurance and other related
services. With our experienced staff, your shipment will be smooth and worry-free.
We have 25 warehouses in China and are able to consolidate your goods from different
suppliers and then arrange shipment in one go. Even if you require home delivery, we can
accommodate you. Sunny is committed to solving shipping problems for customers and
making their jobs easier. If an emergency occurs, a solution will be provided within 30

http://www.philippines-shipping.com/


minutes. At the same time, we can provide at least 3 logistics solutions in case of any
incident.
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